
Ref: AISV-6th WR-1st- 5th JUNE, 2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 1st June, 2021 to 5th June,
2021.

AMICUS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL VADODARA.

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were conducted
for grades 1 to 5 through the Zoom Cloud
Meeting App and 6 to 10 through Google
Meet. Students were taught all the subjects
i.e. English, Hindi, Maths, Science, Social
Science, and Life-skills. 

Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Art and
Craft sessions were also conducted for the
students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students wrote question-answers for chapter, Best bird and poem
recitation of poem, Can you do it? was done with this they also
wrote difficult words and question-answers of the same.



Math Ch.1- Revision of Numbers upto 20was done. Along with Concept of
Drawing Number line was explained by using ms paint, mobile apps
by screen mirroring. PDF of the work done in class was sent in
google classroom.

Science Students were introduced to the new chapter Plant World,
wherein they were explained about different types of plants.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hands On
Experience

Kids were introduced to the various sounds of animals through a
very interesting game. This identification helps your child develop
savvy pre-academic and social skills and even teaches how to
pronounce other words.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students did several textual exercises of the chapter- Worm looks
for lunch and learnt about position words-prepositions.

Math Ch.1-Numbers upto 200 was done. Class test was conducted on
whiteboard.fi for the topic ascending and descending numbers.
Concept of Cardinal and Ordinal Number was explained to kids by
demonstrating objects (ice cream cones and candies) and practice
exercises by presenting apps from mobile. PDF of the same was
sent to google classroom.

Science Question answers of the chapter Useful Animals were done in the
class. Kids enthusiastically participated in the revision of chapter-3
objective exercise.

Hindi छा�� ने “चटुक� �च�ड़या “ कहानी को समझा , जाना , कहानी का पठन �कया और
मेहनत , समझदार� जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को  जाना |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.



Hands On
Experience

Kids were introduced to the various sounds of animals through a
very interesting game. This identification helps your child develop
savvy pre-academic and social skills and even teaches how to
pronounce other words.

Grade 3

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Explanation of the chapter The Emperor’s new clothes was done
followed by solving several textual exercises.

Maths Students were introduced to a new Chapter Addition. They were
explained how to do 2-digit addition and two and three 3-digit
addition and practiced the same in textbook exercises.

Computer Revision of Ch-1-The IPO cycle was done through PPT.

Hindi छा�� ने पा�य - प�ुतक म� “आव�धक पर��ा - १ “ के ��नो क� चचा� �कया और उसका
लेखन �कया |

Science Ch.1-Living and Nonliving Things was done. Portion of Textual
exercise was explained and shared. Also, PDF was shared to write
in the notebook. Ch.2- Parts of a Plant was done, wherein
explanation of The process of Germination, differences in the
structures of different parts, division of a plant was explained by AR
apps presented by mobile screen mirroring. H.W to draw and label
parts of the plant, two types of roots were given to be done in a
notebook.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students enjoyed drawing seasonal fruits like watermelon and
banana. They also tried their art skills to draw a picture composition
of cherry blossom drawings using crayons.

Music Students learned Alankar, sloka Guru Brahma, Om Bhur Bhuvah Swah.

Yoga Yoga is a relationship that is built between body, mind and soul.
Yoga class was conducted by the educator wherein students did the
breathing exercise along with different types of exercises.



Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Saturday Saturday song.

Grade 4

SUBJECTS
STUDENTS LEARNED

English Explanation and reading practise of the chapter My Shadow was
done in the classroom. Question & Answers from the same chapter
were discussed and notebook work was assigned.

Math Continuing the chapter Multiplication of Numbers, wherein
students came to know about zero property, identity property,
commutative property, associative property and distributive
property. Also they came to know about the different methods of
multiplication i.e. column method and expanded method.

Science Revision and Textbook exercise practise of the chapter Animals &
their younger ones was completed. Notebook work of the same
chapter was assigned. Started with the new chapter Plant
adaptations, wherein students were introduced to the concept of
Habitat and Adaptations.

Social
Science

Ch.3- Northern plains of India- Introduction of important terms,
location, different river basin, tributaries and importance was
explained by ppt, also explanation of the state of Punjab was done
by presentation and video explanation.

Hindi छा�� ने “नौकर� क� शत� “ कहानी को समझा , जाना और ��नो क� चचा� �कया |

Computer The chapter, History of computer was completed along with
discussion  of  textual question and answer.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �વર - ઇ ની મા�ા વાળા શ�દો અને વા�ો ની ચચા� અને લેખન ક�ુ� .
“વાદંરાભાઈ “ કિવતાના ��ો ની ચચા� કર� અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit �व�या�थ�य� ने �थम पाठ" मम प�रवारः" का पनुा�वलोकन �कया और पाठ के अतं म� आए
�याकर�णक भाग को �फर से दोहराया ।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance



to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm
and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students had fun drawing different design patterns like rangoli and
geometrical shapes.

Music Students learned sa re ga ma, gurubrahma and om bhur bhuva
swaha shloka .

Yoga Yoga is a relationship that is built between body, mind and soul.
Yoga class was conducted by the educator wherein students did the
breathing exercise along with different types of exercises.

Grade 5

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Grammar skills were enhanced with the topic Noun - Gender and
the textual exercise was completed. Comprehension writing was
also practiced by the students.

Math Continuing the chapter Multiplication and Division, students were
solved and explained the word problems related to this.

Science Revision and Textbook exercise practise of the chapter Animal
Habitats and adaptations was completed. Notebook work of the
same chapter was assigned. Started with the new chapter Skeletal
and Nervous system, wherein students were introduced to the
role and importance of the skeletal system in the human body.

Social
Science

Post vacation, a new chapter was introduced to the students,
wherein recapitulation of rotation and revolution of Earth was done.
They came to know about solstice and equinox in the chapter,
Movement of Earth.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-3 "दो�त का दो�त अपना दो�त" को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “રમકડા ંની સભા “ પાઠના ��ો ની ચચા� અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Students came to know the types of monitor and printer with the
relevant examples.

Sanskrit �व�या�थ�य� ने आव�ृ� पाठः 3 सव�नामपद प�रचयः का पठन पाठन एवं �या�या करना
सीखा ।



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students drew a picture composition sketch of a human figure and
filled colours of their choice. This picture composition helps to
cultivate the understanding of measurements of human figure.

Music Students learned prayer- hey sharde maa.

Yoga Yoga is a relationship that is built between body, mind and soul.
Yoga class was conducted by the educator wherein students did the
breathing exercise along with different types of exercises.

Grade 6

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Grammar skills were enriched with the topic, Adjectives. The
textual exercise was completed with the discussion. Care and action
of a teenage girl for nature was revealed through the prose, Greata
Thunberg: A teenage climate activist. Writing skills were also
enhanced with the topic of notice writing.

Math Students were introduced to a new chapter Symmetry, wherein
they came to know about figures with different lines of symmetry,
reflection symmetry and creating a symmetrical figures using graph
papers by going through the video related to this.

Science Completed the chapter Separation of Substances with the
discussion of questions and answers, also uploaded the long and
reasoning questions/answers in G-classroom. A new chapter Fibre
to Fabric was introduced in the class, wherein students came to
know about the history of clothing material.

Social
Science

The chapter, Globe: Latitude and Longitude was introduced in
the class wherein the students came to know about the relation
between latitudes and heat zones as well as longitudes and time
zones.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-3 "मझुसे कुछ मत �छपाना" को पढ़ा एवं ��नो�र पर चचा� क�।



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “સમય�ુ ંમહ�વ “ પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવી અને ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit �व�या�थ�य� ने "�थम पाठ -श�द प�रचय" का पनुः अवलोकन �कया और पाठ के अतं म�
आए अ�यास प� क� पनुराव�ृत क� ।

Computer The chapter, Introduction to HTML was completed along with the
discussion of html tangs and textual exercises

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Students drew the beautiful letter writing drawing in their art book
and field colours of their choice.

Music Due to net/WI-FI issue class was not functioning properly.

Yoga Yoga is a relationship that is built between body, mind and soul.
Yoga class was conducted by the educator wherein students did the
breathing exercise along with different types of exercises.

Grade 7

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Writing skills were also enhanced with the topic of notice writing.
Grammar topic, Determiners is also introduced.

Math Continuing the chapter LINES AND ANGLES, wherein students
came to know about different pairs of angles and its measure. They
also came to know about the pair of angles made by a parallel line
and its transversal and were able to find the measure of angels in
textual exercises.

Science A new chapter, Nutrition in Animals was introduced to the
students. They learnt about the mode of nutrition in an Amoeba,
hydra and steps involved in the nutrition in humans.

Social
Science

The chapter, On Equality was completed with discussion of textual
questions and answers. A new chapter, Role of Government in health
was introduced to the students.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-2 "�नण�य का अ�भवादन" को पढ़ा एवं  ��नो�र पर चचा� क�।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “ઈદગાહ “ પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવી અને ચચા� કર�.



Sanskrit �व�या�थ�य� ने ��चरा प�ुतक के ��वतीय : पाठः -" दबुु���ध �वन�य�त" पाठ के अतं म�
आए अ�यास के ��न उ�र एवं �र�त �थान� क� प�ूत � ।

Computer Students learnt about data storage types and cloud storage
computing with the help of examples.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close
their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.   

Art & Craft By observing the elements of nature kids prepared a beautiful
creative picture composition with the help of creative forms of those
elements in their SketchBook. They even field the drawing with
attractive colours.

Yoga Yoga is a relationship that is built between body, mind and soul.
Yoga class was conducted by the educator wherein students did the
breathing exercise along with different types of exercises.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Koi Kahe song.

Grade 8

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students could sympathise with the blind people in the prose, The
eyes have seen it. Textual exercise was also discussed.

Math Continuing the chapter Square and SquareRoot where in they
were able to find the perfect square and its Square root by prime
factorization. Students were able to find out square roots without
calculation by using properties of it.

Science-
Biology

A new chapter, Cell - Structure and Function’ was introduced to
the students, wherein they learnt about the brief history of cells’
discovery, different types, numbers and sizes of cells. They
appeared for a revisional test.

Science-
Chemistry

Continuing with the chapter Combustion and Fossil fuels. The
subtopics- Structure of flame, Combustion of candle flame, Fuel
and  types of fuels with examples were discussed in the classroom.

Social
Science

Students were introduced to a new chapter, Understanding
Secularism, wherein they came to know the meaning of



Secularism and the government strategies to distance itself from
religious matters.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-3 "उखड़ ेखंभे" कहानी को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “વા� - ય�ંો ની અનોખી �ુિનયા “ પાઠ�ું વાચંન ક�ુ� અને ��ો �ું

લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit �व�या�थ�य� ने ��चरा प�ुतक के ��वतीय : पाठः -" �बल�य वाणी न कदा�प मे �ुता"
पाठ का �हदं� अनवुाद स�हत पठन-पाठन एवं �या�या ।

Computer The chapter, Smart computers was completed along with
discussion of binary arithmetics and textual exercises.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Students drew a picture composition sketch of a human figure and
filled colours of their choice. This picture composition helps to
cultivate the understanding of measurements of human figure.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Koi Kahe song.

Grade 9

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students journeyed the life of Ustad Bismillah Khan the India’s
famous legendary through the prose, The sound of music. Writing
skills were also enhanced with the topic of Article writing.

Math Students were introducing the chapter Coordinate Geometry.
Wherein they were able to locate the point on the plane and
represent it in (x,y) coordinate form. Students were able to identify
the coordinate place in a different quadrant. They also recapped the
Polynomial chapter.

Science-
Biology

A new chapter, Improvement in Food Resources, was introduced
to the class. Discussion about the need for improvement of food
resources in India, Green revolution, white revolution and various
methods adapted to increase the crop yield were done. The
students appeared for a revisional class test.



Science-
Chemistry

Continuing the chapter Is Matter Around Us Pure? Students were
introduced to the new topic Solution. The concepts like -Types of
solution, their nature and properties, Solvent- solute concentration
were discussed and elaborated.

Social
Science-
History

Students were introduced to a new chapter in History-Socialism in
Europe and the Russian Revolution. They came to know about
the spread of socialistic ideas across Europe and the type of Society
and economy of Russia responsible for creation of a battleground for
the Russian Revolution.

Social
Science-
Political
Science

Students recapped the chapter What is Democracy? Why
Democracy? Wherein they came to know they also introduced the
Argument on Democracy and broader meaning of Democracy.
They also enjoyed quiz time at the end of the chapter.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �याकरण म� : खंड -1 के अ�तग�त अप�ठत ग�यांश को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer A new chapter Using charts in a Spreadsheet wherein they came
to know about different types and components of the chart in Excel.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.    

Grade 10

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students learned the most important lesson of life through the
poem , The ball poem. Writing skills were also enhanced with the
topic of Article writing.

Hindi छा�� ने “वा�य स�ब�धी अश�ु�धयाँ “ के बारे म� पढ़ा व समझा



Math Students were introduced to chapter Arithmetic Progression and
also were able to find out the term of different arithmetic
Progression.

Science -
Biology

A new chapter, Control and Coordination, was introduced to the
students. They learnt about the Coordination system in humans
and functioning of the central nervous system.

Science-
Chemistry

Continuing the chapter Metals and Non metals. The concept of
valency was explained in the classroom with relevant examples.
Students were able to differentiate the metals and Non metals
based on their valency.

Social
Science-
History

Students were introduced to the new chapter in History i.e.
Nationalism in India. They came to know about the reasons for
discontent among people of India during WW-1 and the uprisings of
new political leaders.

Social
Science-
Political
Science

The new chapter ‘Federalism’ in political science was introduced.
Where they came to know about Federalism, features, types of
federalism.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.  

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY: 05th JUNE 2021

On World Environment day students enjoyed the day with different activities and
competitions. Students came to know about the chipko movement and pledged to grow
more trees around the area they live. C3 to C7 had a Poster Making competition and C8 to
C10 Quiz Competition. Winners for this competition will be announced next week.


